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Customer Experience is 
the summation of a 
customers’ perception 
of their overall 
interactions with a 
brand.



70%
Of customers stopped doing 
business with a brand following a 
poor customer experience

92%
Of those went straight to a 
competing brand and made 
a purchase

75%
Of customers who had a 
negative experience told 
others about it

Customer experience impacts the bottom-line

Source: Forrester report “Customer Experience Boosts Revenue”

2x
Failure to meet customer 
expectations has a more 
negative impact than delighting 
customers on a positive impact



1900-1960 1990-2010

1960-1990 2010 - Beyond

The evolution of Customer Experience

Global connections and 
transportation systems make 
distribution key

Connected PCs and supply chains 
mean those that control information 
flow dominate

Empowered buyers demand a new 
level of customers obsession

Mass manufacturing makes industrial 
powerhouses successful 

Age of Manufacturing

Age of Distribution

Age of Information

Age of the Customer

Source: Forrester Research



Best-in-class, CX brands are built on these 
foundational CX disciplines 

Create a shared 
understanding of 
your customer

Experience design 
and 
execution

Create CX metrics 
& accountability Build a culture 

of CX



2
Recruit, hire and reward 
employees that align with the 
vision.  

3
Enable employees with the tools 
to be more customer-focused. 

1
Provide a North Star by creating 
a CX vision and governing 
standards. 

3 things to drive CX culture transformation



1) Provide a North Star 
Create a CX Vision and Governing Standards



CX Vision: “Create magic every day”

Five Keys: 
1. Safety
2. Courtesy
3. Show
4. Efficiency
5. Inclusion



CX Vision: We help you navigate the complexities of your life 
transitions so that you feel in control, confident and secure as 
you age.

Governing Standards: 
1. Do what’s in my best interest
2. Be straightforward and honest
3. Give me only what I need, when I need it
4. Make it simple
5. Empower me to act



2) Recruit, Hire and Reward
Support and Drive Employee CX-focused behaviors



Recruiting
American Express recruited outside of their 
industry, ex. nurses

Hiring and Retention
• Amazon hires based on 17 leadership 

principles. 
• Zappos paid employees not exemplifying 

CX-focused behavior to leave. 

Performance Management 
FedEx modified their performance appraisal 
objectives to include ratings based on 50% 
results and 50% CX behaviors. 

Recruit, hire and reward employees to support customer 
centricity



3) Enable Employees 
Provide the tools to be more customer obsessed  



• Ethnographic research
• Journey mapping
• Co-creation

Enable employees with CX tools used for an outside in approach



Embed CX into existing processes 

New CX design standards 
added to product 
development process



Make it easy to listen to employees
Employee surveys, focus groups, and real-time feedback



3 things to drive CX culture transformation

1. Provide a North Star 

2. Recruit, Hire and Reward

3. Enable Employees 



Questions? 

Thank You


